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Introduction 

Despite the challenges brought about by the COVID-19 pandemic, Queensland’s education 

community can look back on 2021 with satisfaction at having implemented the first full 

assessment cycle in the new Queensland Certificate of Education (QCE) system. That meant 

delivering three internal assessments and one external assessment in each General subject. 

This report analyses that cycle — from endorsing summative internal assessment instruments to 

confirming internal assessment marks, and designing and marking external assessment. It also 

gives readers information about: 

• applying syllabus objectives in the design and marking of internal and external assessments 

• patterns of student achievement. 

The report promotes continuous improvement by: 

• identifying effective practices in the design and marking of valid, accessible and reliable 

assessments 

• recommending where and how to enhance the design and marking of valid, accessible and 

reliable assessment instruments 

• providing examples of best practice where relevant, possible and appropriate. 

Audience and use 

This report should be read by school leaders, subject leaders and teachers to: 

• inform teaching and learning and assessment preparation 

• assist in assessment design practice 

• assist in making assessment decisions 

• help prepare students for external assessment. 

The report is publicly available to promote transparency and accountability. Students, parents, 

community members and other education stakeholders can learn about the assessment practices 

and outcomes for General subjects (including alternative sequences (AS) and Senior External 

Examination (SEE) subjects, where relevant) and General (Extension) subjects. 

Report preparation 

The report includes analyses of data and other information from endorsement, confirmation and 

external assessment processes. It also includes advice from the chief confirmer, chief endorser 

and chief marker, developed in consultation with and support from QCAA subject matter experts. 
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Subject data summary 

Subject completion 

The following data includes students who completed the General subject.  

Note: All data is correct as at 17 December 2021. Where percentages are provided, these are 

rounded to two decimal places and, therefore, may not add up to 100%. 

Number of schools that offered the subject: 105. 

Completion of units Unit 1 Unit 2 Units 3 and 4 

Number of students 

completed 

1326 1213 966 

Units 1 and 2 results 

Number of students Satisfactory Unsatisfactory 

Unit 1 1064 262 

Unit 2 1041 172 

Units 3 and 4 internal assessment (IA) results 

Total marks for IA 
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IA1 marks 

IA1 total 

 

IA1 Criterion: Recognising and explaining  IA1 Criterion: Analysing and determining 

 

 

  

 

IA1 Criterion: Synthesising and evaluating   
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IA2 marks 

IA2 total 

 

 

IA2 Criterion: Recognising and explaining  IA2 Criterion: Analysing and determining 

 

 

  

 

IA2 Criterion: Synthesising, generating and 

evaluating 

 IA2 Criterion: Communicating 
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IA3 marks 

IA3 total 

 

 
IA3 Criterion: Recognising and explaining  IA3 Criterion: Analysing and determining 

 

 

  

 
IA3 Criterion: Synthesising, generating and 

evaluating 

 IA3 Criterion: Communicating 
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External assessment (EA) marks 
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Final subject results 

Final marks for IA and EA 

 

Grade boundaries 

The grade boundaries are determined using a process to compare results on a numeric scale to 

the reporting standards. 

Standard A B C D E 

Marks 

achieved 

100–84 83–65 64–45 44–18 17–0 

Distribution of standards 

The number of students who achieved each standard across the state is as follows. 

Standard A B C D E 

Number of 

students 

132 337 401 95 1 
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Internal assessment 

The following information and advice pertain to the assessment design and assessment 

decisions for each IA in Units 3 and 4. These instruments have undergone quality assurance 

processes informed by the attributes of quality assessment (validity, accessibility and reliability). 

Endorsement 

Endorsement is the quality assurance process based on the attributes of validity and accessibility. 

These attributes are categorised further as priorities for assessment, and each priority can be 

further broken down into assessment practices. 

Data presented in the Assessment design section identifies the reasons why IA instruments were 

not endorsed at Application 1, by the priority for assessments. An IA may have been identified 

more than once for a priority for assessment, e.g. it may have demonstrated a misalignment to 

both the subject matter and the assessment objective/s.  

Refer to the quality assurance tools for detailed information about the assessment practices for 

each assessment instrument. 

Percentage of instruments endorsed in Application 1 

Number of instruments submitted IA1 IA2 IA3 

Total number of instruments 103 103 103 

Percentage endorsed in Application 1 31% 38% 62% 

Confirmation 

Confirmation is the quality assurance process based on the attribute of reliability. The QCAA uses 

provisional criterion marks determined by teachers to identify the samples of student responses 

that schools are required to submit for confirmation. 

Confirmation samples are representative of the school’s decisions about the quality of student 

work in relation to the ISMG and are used to make decisions about the cohort’s results. If further 

information is required about the school’s application of the ISMG to finalise a confirmation 

decision, the QCAA requests additional samples. 

Schools may request a review where an individual student’s confirmed result is different from the 

school’s provisional mark in one or more criteria and the school considers this result to be an 

anomaly or exception. 

The following table includes the percentage agreement between the provisional marks and 

confirmed marks by assessment instrument. The Assessment decisions section of this report for 

each assessment instrument identifies the agreement trends between provisional and confirmed 

marks by criterion. 
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Number of samples reviewed and percentage agreement 

IA Number of schools Number of 

samples requested 

Number of 

additional samples 

requested 

Percentage 

agreement with 

provisional marks 

1 102 538 199 61.76% 

2 102 548 165 55.88% 

3 102 545 92 70.59% 
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Internal assessment 1 (IA1) 

Examination (20%) 

The examination assesses the application of a range of cognitions from Recognising and 

explaining to Synthesising and evaluating. Student responses must be completed independently, 

under supervised conditions, and in a set timeframe. The examination uses a combination of one 

extended response and a number of short response questions related to Unit 3 topics. It must 

provide students with sufficient opportunities to demonstrate the assessable objectives at the 

highest performance level. 

Assessment design 

Validity 

Validity in assessment design considers the extent to which an assessment item accurately 

measures what it is intended to measure and that the evidence of student learning collected from 

an assessment can be legitimately used for the purpose specified in the syllabus. 

Reasons for non-endorsement by priority of assessment 

Validity priority Number of times priority was identified in decisions* 

Alignment 26 

Authentication 0 

Authenticity 31 

Item construction 13 

Scope and scale 26 

*Each priority might contain up to four assessment practices. 

Total number of submissions: 103. 

Effective practices 

Validity priorities were effectively demonstrated in assessment instruments that: 

• included carefully constructed items using a range of appropriate cognitions that aligned with 

the assessment objectives but gave students sufficient opportunities to demonstrate the 

assessable objectives at the highest performance level 

• used a context that was different to the context for the IA2, i.e. one used a fat-based food 

context while the other used a carbohydrate-based food context 

• included stimulus material that was relevant to the extended response question using either a 

fat-based or carbohydrate-based context and provided sufficient data on the prototypes to give 

students the opportunity to solve the problem with a unique response 

• prescribed authentication strategies reflecting QCAA guidelines for assuring student 

authorship 
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• used questions that were sufficiently different from the QCAA sample and allowed for unique 

student responses under examination conditions. 

Practices to strengthen 

It is recommended that assessment instruments: 

• provide sufficient opportunities for students to demonstrate their ability in a range of cognitions 

required for the examination 

• align to the chosen context of either Unit 3 Topic 2: Carbohydrate or Unit 3 Topic 3: Fat 

• include stimulus items of suitable scope and scale that give students the opportunity to solve 

the problem with a unique response. Data provided in the stimulus should be succinct and 

clear without leading students to a predetermined response 

• ensure stimulus is not copied from information or texts that students have previously used in 

class 

• ensure stimulus for the extended response is unseen. If students are able to see this stimulus 

before the examination, it is difficult to authenticate their response as authentic or unique 

• avoid questions on topics from other units, such as food drivers or nutrition consumer markets, 

as these are outside the scope of Unit 3. 

Accessibility 

Accessibility in assessment design ensures that no student or group of students is disadvantaged 

in their capacity to access an assessment. 

Reasons for non-endorsement by priority of assessment 

Accessibility priority Number of times priority was identified in decisions* 

Bias avoidance 4 

Language 13 

Layout 4 

Transparency 11 

*Each priority might contain up to four assessment practices. 

*Total number of submissions: 103. 

Effective practices 

Accessibility priorities were effectively demonstrated in assessment instruments that: 

• included clear instructions to inform students of the cognitions and processes required to 

complete each response 

• contained accurate spelling, grammar, punctuation and other textual features 

• used appropriate language and avoided the use of jargon and specialist or colloquial language 

• used a clear layout for, and alignment to, the syllabus assessment specifications, following the 

sample IA1 layout available on the QCAA website 

• had no obvious patterns in the data provided, to avoid leading students to a particular 

response. 
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Practices to strengthen 

It is recommended that assessment instruments: 

• reinforce the importance of the cognitions as cues in instructions within the task 

• use language that is appropriate, technically correct and aligned with the syllabus, e.g. 

formulation, reformulation, process, prototype 

• use only one topic context — either Unit 3 Topic 2: Carbohydrate or Unit 3 Topic 3: Fat 

• ensure stimulus material contains relevant, sufficient and correct data to allow students the 

opportunity to respond to the higher performance levels 

• include a response space that reflects the required length of the response 

• be sufficiently different to the QCAA sample assessment instrument. 

Additional advice 

• Some schools used Part A to assess the Recognising and explaining criterion, leaving Part B 

to assess the Analysing and determining criterion. Schools could take the opportunity to 

assess both criteria across Parts A and B. 

• Stimulus material provided for the extended response question requires sufficient data (e.g. 

nutritional data and processing information), in addition to sensory profiling data, to enable 

students to demonstrate logical and coherent synthesis. 

• Sensory profiling in stimulus must not be so obvious that it leads students to an expected 

response. 

Assessment decisions 

Reliability 

Reliability is a judgment about the measurements of assessment. It refers to the extent to which 

the results of assessments are consistent, replicable and free from error. 

Agreement trends between provisional and confirmed marks 

Criterion 

number 

Criterion name Percentage 

agreement with 

provisional 

Percentage 

less than 

provisional 

Percentage 

greater than 

provisional 

Percentage 

both less 

and greater 

than 

provisional 

1 Recognising and 

explaining 

86.27% 9.8% 1.96% 1.96% 

2 Analysing and 

determining 

81.37% 15.69% 1.96% 0.98% 

3 Synthesising and 

evaluating 

64.71% 30.39% 4.9% 0% 
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Effective practices 

Accuracy and consistency of the application of the ISMG for this IA was most effective when: 

• responses matched to the upper and mid performance levels in the Analysing and determining 

criterion when evidence in the student response explicitly referenced stimulus data the student 

response showed keen discernment of the problem in self-determined criteria 

• evidence of refinement of ideas and solutions showed perception and relevance when 

recommendations for enhancement were justified from the stimulus data. 

Samples of effective practices 

The following are excerpts from responses that illustrate the characteristics for the criteria at the 

performance level indicated. The excerpts may provide evidence of more than one criterion. The 

characteristics identified may not be the only time the characteristics have occurred throughout a 

response. 

This student response excerpt has been included: 

• to demonstrate an accurate and discriminating recognition, and discerning description, of facts 

and principles related to the processing, and nutritional, chemical, functional and sensory 

properties of fat-based food 

• to show an appropriate explanation of food science ideas and problems related to fat-based 

food. 

Recognising and 
explaining (4–5 marks) 

• accurate and 
discriminating 
recognition and 
discerning description 
of facts and principles 
related to the 
processing, and 
nutritional, chemical, 
functional and 
sensory properties of 
fat-based food 

• appropriate 
explanation of food 
science ideas and 
problems related to 
fat-based food 
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This student response excerpt has been included: 

• as it provides evidence of accurate application of the ISMG for the Analysing and determining 

criterion 

• to demonstrate the appropriate analysis of relevant problems, information and data related to 

the properties and processing of fat-based food. 

Analysing and 
determining 
(4–6 marks) 

• appropriate analysis 
of relevant problems, 
information and data 
related to the 
properties and 
processing of 
fat-based food 
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This student response excerpt has been included: 

• as it provides evidence of reasoned evaluation and effective refinement of ideas and a solution 

against self-determined criteria to make effective recommendations for enhancement. 

Synthesising and 
evaluating (7–9 marks) 

• reasoned evaluation, 
and discerning 
refinement of ideas 
and the generated 
solution 
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Practices to strengthen 

To further ensure accuracy and consistency of the application of the ISMG for this IA, it is 

recommended that: 

• when making judgments about the Recognising and explaining criterion, responses that match 

to the higher performance levels are accurate and discriminating and include discerning 

explanations 

• when making judgments about the Analysing and determining criterion, responses that match 

to the higher performance levels include insightful analysis of both properties and processing 

of food 

• when making judgments about the Synthesising and evaluating criterion, responses that 

match to the 8–9 performance level synthesise the chemical, functional, sensory properties 

and nutritional information in a coherent and logical manner. Evaluations need to be justified 

with data and information from the stimulus. 

Additional advice 

• Schools take the opportunity to assess the Recognising and explaining criterion across 

Parts A and B. 

• Stimulus material provided for the extended response question requires sufficient data (e.g. 

nutritional data and processing information), in addition to sensory profiling data, to enable 

students to demonstrate logical and coherent synthesis. 

• Sensory profiling data in stimulus must not be so obvious that it leads students to an expected 

response. 
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Internal assessment 2 (IA2) 

Project — folio (25%) 

In Food & Nutrition, a folio involves individual students documenting the application of the 

problem-solving process in response to an identified real-world problem that requires a solution. 

In Unit 3, students define and analyse the problem, develop ideas, generate prototypes and 

evaluate a solution for a carbohydrate- or fat-based problem. Students document the iterative 

process undertaken to develop a solution to a food-related problem. The response is a coherent 

work that may include written paragraphs, annotations and diagrams and occurs over an 

extended and defined period of time. 

Assessment design 

Validity 

Validity in assessment design considers the extent to which an assessment item accurately 

measures what it is intended to measure and that the evidence of student learning collected from 

an assessment can be legitimately used for the purpose specified in the syllabus. 

Reasons for non-endorsement by priority of assessment 

Validity priority Number of times priority was identified in decisions* 

Alignment 22 

Authentication 2 

Authenticity 20 

Item construction 18 

Scope and scale 28 

*Each priority might contain up to four assessment practices. 

Total number of submissions: 103. 

Effective practices 

Validity priorities were effectively demonstrated in assessment instruments that: 

• replicated the syllabus specifications within the task. The task provided clear instructions that 

informed students about the processes required to complete the response, without leading 

them to a predetermined response 

• provided a context that was relevant to the subject matter for the unit/topic, as well as a clear 

overview and framework for the assessment task 

• provided an accurate representation of the scale of information, knowledge and skills that 

students were required to demonstrate when completing the task 

• ensured all stimulus material was relevant to the task, specific to the syllabus, and useful to 

students without directing their responses 
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• prescribed authentication strategies reflecting QCAA guidelines for assuring student 

authorship 

• were sufficiently different to the QCAA sample assessment instrument, other school 

assessments and previous cohorts’ assessments. 

Practices to strengthen 

It is recommended that assessment instruments: 

• ensure the wording of the IA2 matches the syllabus specifications and either Unit 3 Topic 2: 

Carbohydrate or Unit 3 Topic 3: Fat 

• ensure all stimulus material is relevant to the task, specific to the syllabus, and free of 

information that should be found through research 

• facilitate a unique student response and avoid directing students to a set solution 

• suit the local school context and be sufficiently different from the QCAA sample instrument to 

ensure students are able to demonstrate authentic responses. 

Accessibility 

Accessibility in assessment design ensures that no student or group of students is disadvantaged 

in their capacity to access an assessment. 

Reasons for non-endorsement by priority of assessment 

Accessibility priority Number of times priority was identified in decisions* 

Bias avoidance 0 

Language 3 

Layout 0 

Transparency 2 

*Each priority might contain up to four assessment practices. 

Total number of submissions: 103 

Effective practices 

Accessibility priorities were effectively demonstrated in assessment instruments that: 

• included visually engaging stimulus material, with tables, diagrams and information that were 

easy to read and interpret 

• used appropriate language and avoided the use of jargon and specialist or colloquial language 

• were free of errors and modelled accurate spelling, grammar, punctuation and other textual 

features. 
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Practices to strengthen 

It is recommended that assessment instruments: 

• use instructions that direct students to include the assessable evidence for the IA2 in their 

responses 

• use the terminology of the syllabus, e.g. formulations, food components 

• provide clear instructions, using cues that align to the syllabus specifications, objectives and 

ISMG. 

Assessment decisions 

Reliability 

Reliability is a judgment about the measurements of assessment. It refers to the extent to which 

the results of assessments are consistent, replicable and free from error. 

Agreement trends between provisional and confirmed marks 

Criterion 

number 

Criterion name Percentage 

agreement with 

provisional 

Percentage 

less than 

provisional 

Percentage 

greater than 

provisional 

Percentage 

both less 

and greater 

than 

provisional 

1 Recognising and 

explaining 

78.43% 19.61% 1.96% 0% 

2 Analysing and 

determining 

75.49% 22.55% 1.96% 0% 

3 Synthesising, 

generating and 

evaluating 

64.71% 30.39% 2.94% 1.96% 

4 Communicating 90.2% 6.86% 2.94% 0% 

Effective practices 

Accuracy and consistency of the application of the ISMG for this IA was most effective when: 

• the identification of constraints and essential characteristics was developed through the 

analysis of information and data from the context, task and stimulus 

• generation of solutions at the higher performance level was supported by logical synthesis of 

information and data from student research, experimentation and sensory testing 

• evaluation of the generated solution at the higher performance level addressed all self-

determined criteria and data and was justified by data from the sensory profiling of the 

prototype. 
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Samples of effective practices 

The following are excerpts from responses that illustrate the characteristics for the criteria at the 

performance level indicated. The characteristics may provide evidence of more than one criterion. 

The characteristics identified may not be the only time the characteristics have occurred 

throughout a response. 

This student response excerpt has been included: 

• to demonstrate insightful analysis of a relevant problem at the higher performance level for the 

Analysing and determining criterion 

• to demonstrate critical evaluation of prototypes justified by data at the higher performance 

level for the Synthesising, generating and evaluating criterion. 

Analysing and 
determining 
(6–7 marks) 

• insightful analysis of a 
relevant problem, 
information and data 

Synthesising, 
generating and 
evaluating (8–9 marks) 

• critical evaluation, and 
discerning refinement 
of ideas and the 
generated solution 
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This student response excerpt has been included: 

• to demonstrate critical evaluation of the generated solution and discerning refinements against 

self-determined criteria and justified by data at the higher performance level for the 

Synthesising, generating and evaluating criterion. 

Synthesising, 
generating and 
evaluating (8–9 marks) 

• critical evaluation, and 
discerning refinement 
of ideas and the 
generated solution 

 

Practices to strengthen 

To further ensure accuracy and consistency of the application of the ISMG in this IA, it is 

recommended that: 

• the response space provided be consistent with the assessment conditions of 10–12 

A3 pages. This encourages students to be succinct and concise in their explanation, analysis, 

synthesis and evaluation. 

• when making judgments about synthesis, schools should consider how well the response 

demonstrates the generation of a solution, e.g. a response that demonstrates partial 

demonstration of a solution is unlikely to demonstrate logical synthesis 

• schools note that identifying chemical and functional properties requires an in-depth analysis 

of the properties the folio will be using to investigate, e.g. if the problem does not require 

developing prototypes for sugar products, crystallisation does not need to be discussed in the 

folio. 
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Internal assessment 3 (IA3) 

Project — folio (30%) 

The examination assesses the application of a range of cognitions to provided items from 

Recognising and explaining to Synthesising and evaluating in a selection of questions, scenarios 

and problems. Student responses must be completed independently, under supervised 

conditions, and in a set timeframe. The examination uses a combination of one extended 

response and a number of short-response questions related to Unit 3 topics. It must provide 

students with sufficient opportunities to demonstrate the assessable objectives at the highest 

performance level. 

Assessment design 

Validity 

Validity in assessment design considers the extent to which an assessment item accurately 

measures what it is intended to measure and that the evidence of student learning collected from 

an assessment can be legitimately used for the purpose specified in the syllabus. 

Reasons for non-endorsement by priority of assessment 

Validity priority Number of times priority was identified in decisions* 

Alignment 23 

Authentication 0 

Authenticity 12 

Item construction 15 

Scope and scale 16 

*Each priority might contain up to four assessment practices. 

Total number of submissions: 103 

Effective practices 

Validity priorities were effectively demonstrated in assessment instruments that: 

• replicated the syllabus specifications and directly used them in the task. Scaffolding provided 

clear instructions to inform students and provide opportunities to develop unique responses 

• provided a context that was relevant to the subject matter for the unit/topic, as well as a clear 

overview for the assessment task, e.g. a specific nutrition consumer market problem 

• had instructions for students about how their work would be authenticated. Authentication 

strategies included guidance for one draft and teacher feedback 

• used checkpoints that were suited to the task and aligned with the authentication strategies. 
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Practices to strengthen 

It is recommended that assessment instruments: 

• match to the syllabus specifications. The use of samples from websites and/or attempts to 

personalise specifications changes the intent of the task 

• avoid including every nutrition consumer market from the syllabus, and allow students to 

individually identify a nutrition consumer market problem from the set assessment task to help 

ensure authenticity 

• exclude the nutrition consumer market of lactose intolerant nutrition consumers. This will 

minimise similarities to the IA3 sample response available on the QCAA Portal 

• include stimulus that is concise, aligns with the purpose of the task, assists students to 

complete a unique response, and allows students to conduct their own research 

• include specifications in relation to supporting evidence. These specifications should be 

included in the section that begins ‘To complete this task …’ 

Accessibility 

Accessibility in assessment design ensures that no student or group of students is disadvantaged 

in their capacity to access an assessment. 

Reasons for non-endorsement by priority of assessment 

Accessibility priority Number of times priority was identified in decisions* 

Bias avoidance 0 

Language 0 

Layout 0 

Transparency 1 

*Each priority might contain up to four assessment practices. 

Total number of submissions: 103. 

Effective practices 

Accessibility priorities were effectively demonstrated in assessment instruments that: 

• provided clear instructions using cues that aligned to the syllabus specifications, objectives 

and ISMG 

• used clear and unambiguous language and avoided complex and convoluted sentence 

construction 

• used layout and presentation of stimulus material to support students in providing an 

appropriate response 

• were free from errors and modelled accurate spelling, grammar, punctuation and other textual 

features. 
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Practices to strengthen 

It is recommended that assessment instruments: 

• provide clear instructions, using cues that align to the syllabus specifications, objectives and 

ISMG 

• be free of errors in spelling, grammar, punctuation and other textual features 

• provide a clear layout of stimulus material, and ensure all stimulus is specific, relevant to the 

task and referenced from a reliable source 

• use syllabus and food industry language and terminology. All tasks should be developed with 

an industry context and be selected from only the nutrition consumer markets specified in the 

syllabus. 

Assessment decisions 

Reliability 

Reliability is a judgment about the measurements of assessment. It refers to the extent to which 

the results of assessments are consistent, replicable and free from error. 

Agreement trends between provisional and confirmed marks 

Criterion 

number 

Criterion name Percentage 

agreement with 

provisional 

Percentage 

less than 

provisional 

Percentage 

greater than 

provisional 

Percentage 

both less 

and greater 

than 

provisional 

1 Recognising and 

explaining 

85.29% 12.75% 1.96% 0% 

2 Analysing and 

determining 

79.41% 18.63% 0.98% 0.98% 

3 Synthesising, 

generating and 

evaluating 

74.51% 18.63% 1.96% 4.9% 

4 Communicating 90.2% 7.84% 0.98% 0.98% 

Effective practices 

Accuracy and consistency of the application of the ISMG for this IA was most effective when: 

• the generation of solutions at the higher performance levels was supported by logical 

synthesis of information and data — from both the sensory profiling data and nutritional data 

— in the student response 

• high-level responses included detailed recommendations for enhancement that were justified 

using data from students’ research and experimentation. 

Samples of effective practices 

The following are excerpts from responses that illustrate the characteristics for the criteria at the 

performance level indicated. The excerpts may provide evidence of more than one criterion. The 

characteristics identified may not be the only time the characteristics have occurred throughout a 

response. 
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This student response excerpt has been included: 

• to illustrate the characteristics for the Synthesising, generating and evaluating criterion at the 

high performance level 

• to show critical evaluation of the three products against self-determined criteria, justified by the 

data. 

Synthesising, 
generating and 
evaluating 
(9–10 marks) 

• critical evaluation of 
ideas and a solution, 
against 
self-determined 
criteria, justified by 
data 
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This student response excerpt has been included: 

• to demonstrate coherent and logical synthesis of chemical, functional and nutritional 

information, discussing how this related to the stakeholders and the constraints of the 

problem. 

Analysing and 
determining 
(9–10 marks) 

• coherent and logical 
synthesis of chemical, 
functional and 
nutritional information 
and a range of 
primary and 
secondary data to 
develop a chosen 
solution 
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This student response excerpt has been included: 

• to show critical evaluation of the generated solution against self-determined criteria. Note that 

the refinements are merely effective because supporting data has not been included. 

Synthesising, 
generating and 
evaluating 
(9–10 marks) 

• critical evaluation and 
effective refinement of 
ideas and a solution, 
against 
self-determined 
criteria, to make 
astute 
recommendations for 
enhancements, 
justified by data 

 

Practices to strengthen 

To further ensure accuracy and consistency of the application of the ISMG for this IA, it is 

recommended that: 

• when making judgments about the Recognising and explaining criterion, it be noted that 

responses at the higher performance levels must 

- include a discerning description and explanation of facts and principles. Responses that 

include an explanation of facts/principles that are not relevant to the problem do not 

demonstrate discrimination 

- support purposeful and effective generation of solutions with logical synthesis of 

information and data. If a response does not include concise and well-presented data, the 

solutions will not be supported 

- make recommendations for enhancements, with support from the sensory profiling data 

presented in the generation section of the response. 
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External assessment 

External assessment (EA) is developed and marked by the QCAA. The external assessment for a 

subject is common to all schools and administered under the same conditions, at the same time, 

on the same day. 

Examination (25%) 

Assessment design 

The assessment instrument was designed using the specifications, conditions and assessment 

objectives described in the summative external assessment section of the syllabus. The 

examination consisted of one paper: 

• Paper 1, Section A consisted of short response questions (23 marks) 

• Paper 1, Section B consisted of extended response questions (41 marks). 

The examination assessed subject matter from Unit 4. Questions were derived from the context 

of Food solution development for nutrition consumer markets. 

The assessment required students to: 

• respond to short response items 

The assessment required students to analyse, synthesise and/or evaluate to fully respond to a 

question, scenario or problem; to write in bullet points, with some full sentences, constructing 

a response that may have paragraphs, so ideas are maintained, developed and justified; 

and/or require other types of item responses, such as drawing, labelling, graphing and 

tabulation of food and nutrition data. 

• respond to an unseen extended response question with unseen stimulus 

This assessment required sustained analysis, synthesis and evaluation to fully respond to the 

problem using full sentences, constructing a response of several paragraphs so ideas are 

maintained, developed and justified. 

The stimulus used included a range of graphs, diagrams, text related to problems for different 

nutrition consumer markets which was designed to elicit a solution to a problem. 

Assessment decisions 

Assessment decisions were made by markers by matching student responses to the external 

assessment marking guide (EAMG). The external assessment papers and the EAMG are 

published in the year after they are administered. 
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Samples of effective practices 

Short response 

Criteria: Recognising and explaining 

Question 1 

This question required students to identify the information required for a food labels nutrition 

information panel to meet Food Standards Code requirements. 

Effective student responses: 

• did at least two of the following 

- accurately identified the nutrients provided per serve and per 100g 

- stated that the ingredients were listed in descending order 

- stated the requirement to include allergen information. 

This student response excerpt has been included: 

• to demonstrate the identification of ingredients in descending order 

• as it states the requirement to include allergen information. 

Recognising and 
explaining (1–2 marks) 

 

Question 4 

Part A required students to analyse information and data for two nutrition consumer markets to 

determine which was most in need of a new product, determine the category of meal, and justify 

the decision using data from the stimulus. 

Effective student responses: 

• accurately determined the lactose intolerant nutrition consumer market 

• justified the determination of the nutrition consumer market with sensory profiling data 

• accurately determined the sensory property most important for the nutrition consumer market 

• accurately determined the evening meal as the most important meal 

• justified the determination of the most important meal with data from the stimulus. 
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This student response excerpt has been included: 

• as it shows the accurate determination of the nutrition consumer market (lactose intolerant), 

justified with data from the stimulus. The most important sensory property is stated, although 

the most important meal for this nutrition consumer market is incorrectly stated and not 

justified by data. 

Analysing and 
determining 
(3–5 marks) 

 

Part B required students to determine three solution requirements needed to develop a new 

product for this nutrition consumer market. 

Effective student responses: 

• determined that the meal should contain no lactose 

• determined that the meal should be an evening meal 

• determined appearance as the most important sensory property for this group. 
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This student response excerpt has been included: 

• as an example that shows the three requirements accurately for full marks. 

Analysing and 
determining (3 marks) 

 

Extended response 

Criteria: 1. Recognising and explaining, 2. Analysing and determining, 3. Synthesising and 

evaluating 

Question 5 

This question required students to: 

• analyse the problem to determine the solution requirements, including the stakeholders, and 

explain their needs 

• synthesise and evaluate prototypes to meet the needs of the nutrition consumer market, how 

the prototypes reflected consumer trends, and their performance in sensory profiling 

• evaluate prototypes to make a decision, refine ideas, and make justified recommendations for 

enhancement. 

Effective student responses: 

• explained the needs of the two stakeholders 

• provided an accurate determination of solution requirements to meet these needs 

• provided a critical evaluation of the appropriateness of prototype formulations for the nutrition 

consumer market 

• provided an accurate conclusion about the appropriateness of prototype formulations aligning 

to the consumer trends 

• provided a critical evaluation of the four sensory properties of Prototype formulation 1 using 

data 

• identified the prototype formulation that was the best solution, with refinements 

• provided detailed justification with evidence from the stimulus 

• provided effective recommendations for refinement 

• provided detailed justification of the recommendations with evidence from the stimulus. 

This student response excerpt has been included: 

• to show an explanation of the needs of the two stakeholders 

• to demonstrate an accurate determination of solution requirements to meet these needs. 
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Analysing and 
determining (6 marks) 
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This student response excerpt has been included: 

• to demonstrate the identification of a prototype formulation that is the best solution with 

refinements 

• as an example of justification with evidence from the stimulus 

• to show effective recommendations for the refinement of a prototype formulation 

• to illustrate the justification of recommendations with some data from the stimulus. 

Synthesising and 
evaluating (6–8 marks) 
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Practices to strengthen 

It is recommended that when preparing students for external assessment, teachers consider: 

• emphasising the importance of including data in responses, especially when discussing 

sensory profiling and nutritional requirements for the nutrition consumer market 

• emphasising that recommendations for enhancement must be detailed and justified with data 

— not a mere list of dot points 

• providing opportunities for students to practise analysing sensory profiling data and 

determining the best and worst sensory qualities of prototypes 

• using the terminology of the syllabus, including the syllabus glossary definitions. 
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